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Gods Reach
Bogged down in daily dilemmas? Slogging through mud puddles, searching for
God? Life is packed with spiritual challenges. What will you do? Which way
should you go? Lisa Are Wulf, an award-winning author, has walked that road
too. She offers you encouragement and a clear path forward. “Reaching for
God’s Hand” features 40 short reflections, soothing bible verses and prayers,
plus a quiet time with God. · Receive the guidance you need to face everyday
situations. · Feel God’s compassion as he melts away your troubles. · Nurture
the sacred space within your soul during intimate times with Jesus. “In a world in
which stress, noise and ever-more serious crises are always present, this book
will help the Christian find a path through chaos.”–Edith Kirk Williams Deepen
your faith today as you lift and inspire your heart. Let “Reaching for God’s
Hand” lead you on a unique journey of self-discovery and God’s grace. What
Readers Are Saying About Reaching for God's Hand An uplifting guide, revealing
God's grace in our daily lives. - Rev. Karen D. Matuska Lisa Are Wulf has
produced a beautiful and timely devotional. The reflections are insightful and
wise, but the real treasure is in the questions for reflection. - Rev. Roger Butts
Reaching For God's Hand is a quietly powerful, well-written book that helps the
reader listen for the voice of God. This book will help you to find your own light in
the darkness, and see your way through to the other side. - Ingrid Daniel This is a
guide for finding God in the quiet moments in life. It is a valuable resource for
finding peace within. - Edith Kirk Williams This is a wonderful devotional. The
devotionals are short but powerful and the questions at the end are very thought
provoking. What a wonderful way to begin or end your day. - Ann Ferri
How to Reach God's Heart with Bold, Humble Prayers The all-powerful God of
the universe loves you and wants to talk with you! Drawing from thirty years of
journaling, trusted author and radio host Susie Larson shares the secrets to
effective prayer. She will help you put into action the powerful combination of a
humble reverence before God and a tenacious hold on the promises he gives his
beloved children, drawing you closer to God and changing how you see yourself
and your circumstances. Sharing personal stories and biblical insights, Susie
shows how to: · Pray specifically and persistently for God's promises · Overcome
common hindrances to effective prayer · Move from begging and pleading to
praying and believing Discover your unique identity in Christ and confidently
embrace his personal provision, power, and love.
God is reaching Down, Are you reaching Up? This book is about searching and
receiving answers to life problems. Everyone encounters problems during their
lifetime. Some so overwhelming you dont know what to do, where to turn. If we
pray about the problem, we can get answers. God is alive and well if we just seek
Him out and listen for His answer. He will help us find the right path, lead us to
the right direction. Provide the open door. It is up to us to Walk Through.
Psalm 11:3 reads, “If the foundation be destroyed, what can the righteous do?”
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Behind every social and spiritual problem stands the greater problem of the
foundation. The foundation of our life is the source of our spiritual strength and
stability. We cannot withstand or overcome the demonic forces of this world
without building a strong spiritual foundation. Satan’s goal is to tamper with our
spiritual foundation, which is the source or center of our belief, faith, stability, and
trust in God. In Revisiting the Foundations, author Kazumba Charles shows you
how to build your foundation with the only one who can defeat Satan—Jesus
Christ! The author takes you through questions to assess your present situation.
Is your spiritual foundation strong enough to withstand the pressures of life? Are
you ready to become spiritually healthy, desire to change the current condition of
your life, and become steadfast in your faith and trust in God? You will discover
how you can build your life on the undefeatable, unshakable, and indestructible
foundation of Jesus Christ. With faith based on such a foundation, nothing is
impossible.
This poetry book, God's Love Reaching Out Through Inspirational Poetry is
designed to touch the heart of an individual. The words from the poetry are true
sayings. When an individual read this poetry it is with sincere hope that their mind
and heart will receive the words as it minister to them. God's Love Reaching Out
Through Inspirational Poetry is another way God is showing His love for His
people. God's Love Reaching Through Inspirational Poetry is also design to
make you smile, lift your spirits, and feel the warmth of God's love for you. There
is a poem in this book that is wrote especially for you, whoever you are. May the
Blessings of God be with every individual who purchase and read this book. Rev.
Claudia Greene
"How do I relate to a God who is invisible when I'm never quite sure he's there?"
-- Philip Yancey Life with God doesn't always work out like you think it should.
High expectations slam against the reality of personal weaknesses and
unwelcome surprises. And the God who, you've been told, wants a personal
relationship with you may seem remote, emotionally unavailable. Is God playing
games? What can you count on this God for? How can you know God? This
relationship with a God you can’t see, hear, or touch--how does it really work?
Reaching for the Invisible God offers deep, satisfying insights to the questions
you are sometimes afraid to ask. Honest and deeply personal, here is straight
talk on Christian living for the reader who wants more than pat answers to life's
imponderables. Ultimately, Yancey shifts the focus from your questions to the
One who offers himself in answer. "A brilliant book. It is both profound and
simple, the best blend, in my view. Simple is neither shallow, nor simplistic. The
sections on doubt and God's 'absence' are classics." -- Rick Warren, pastor and
author, The Purpose Driven Life
2021 Facsimile of the First Edition of 1951. No adventure is more compelling
than the search for God, and no discovery is more satisfying than the realness of
God. Pondering upon a lifetime of discovery through prayer, Glenn Clark surveys
all that he has learned and gives his results and conclusions in a most lucid
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manner. Beginning with the three dimensions of space, he probes into the
mysteries of the seven dimensions of God." He says, "The culmination of all our
earthly and heavenly endeavor is Oneness" - oneness with one's neighbor,
oneness with God the Father, and oneness with Christ. His treatment of the laws
of the universe and the way he applies them to human experience is highly
suggestive and practical. Dr. Clark then applies these discoveries to the
problems of life - to friends, to health, to guidance and to finance. Finally, the
author shows us how to look beneath and beyond the senses to their spiritual
reality - beneath confusion lies stillness, beneath confusion lies perfect pattern,
etc. This is a book for adventurers with God.
What’s a cross-cultural discipler? It’s someone who crosses distinct cultural
barriers—whether at home or abroad—to share the gospel and develop other
effective Christian disciples. Think of the apostle Paul who was born into a
Jewish heritage but preached in Greece and Rome among other places, or
modern day missionaries, both short-term and long-term, who bravely go where
God sends them despite the challenges of language and lifestyle differences
when they get there. Called to Reach is a much-needed book of encouragement
and training for cross-cultural disciplers new and old. Based on the authors’
dynamic experiences, it defines seven characteristics that best enhance the
effectiveness of disciplers in overcoming cultural barriers and emphasizes the
importance of personally growing in spiritual maturity with every outreach
opportunity. Throughout, Jesus is presented as the model cross-cultural discipler,
for He left the culture of Heaven to disciple us in our earthly culture.
There is a right approach to pursuing the Presence of God. The Bible says those
that seek Him will find Him, however, many of us are unaware of the steps
involved in seeking. Some of these steps include prayer, fasting, bible study,
posture and quiet time with God. This devotional is a 90 day guide designed to
help readers in their desire to reach God. While reading you will feel as though
God is speaking directly to you; personally guiding you on your expedition to Him.
Each day of this devotional offers wisdom on - The importance of your seek How to cultivate a heart of gratefulness - How to deepen your relationship with
God - How to posture yourself during your seek - Spending time daily with God
This is a gift to all who yearn to passionately pursue a relationship with the Father
and grow closer to Him.
Path of the Purified Heart traces the classic Christian spiritual journey toward
transformation into the likeness of Christ in a unique, fascinating way. Drawing on
the voices of wise elders from the past and present, Dunham illumines the
common path all Christians and spiritual seekers may take toward union with
God. Through the motifs of the liturgical year and the labyrinth, the author
weaves in her own journey on this path during her "year of purification."
A renowned writer and teacher opens up the mystery of Christ's descent into hell
on Holy Saturday, revealing a spirituality that recognizes Christ's solidarity with
us in our own suffering and trials.
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Everlasting Life is a compilation of books about growing with God into a stronger,
healthier relationship with Jesus and yourself. This series will help you to create a
greater sense of intimacy with the Lord and bring healing to your soul. If
approached with an open heart and mind, God can use the words of this book
and the Scriptures to ignite healing and transformation from the inside out. God
can take anyone from a place of brokenness and despair to finding healing and
restoration through Jesus Christ. He is well able to take our pain and use it for
greatness. God reveals Himself to everyone who will listen. He chases those who
are lost and wounded, because of His desire to have an intimate, personal
relationship with us. He meets everyone right where they are. God accepts us as
we are while we are growing in Him, because His love far outweighs all of our
mistakes. God’s love is so intense for us that He provided His Son as the
ultimate sacrifice. No one is ever too far beyond God’s reach.
Reaching for God is a compendium of Benedictine life and prayer for oblates. It
brings together in one volume the essence of Benedictine spirituality-its history,
its relevance through the ages and in the present, and a summary of the most
fundamental gifts and values it offers for living a meaningful life. Here, the
meaning and purpose of the oblate way of life is explained in a clear and
encouraging way. Werner offers guidance and examples of prayer to enrich any
spiritual life. Sister Roberta Werner, OSB, having worked as a teacher, caregiver,
and educational administrator, is now the assistant oblate director at St.
Benedict's Monastery in St. Joseph, Minnesota. In this role, she guides an oblate
discussion group, contributes to oblate newsletter publications, has set up an
oblate library, and makes the spiritual journey with the many oblates who connect
with her and with the monastery in their search for God.
James Torrens, working from a literary and classical bent, takes on a series of
questions posed by contemporary pyschology regarding spiritual concepts
familiar to Christians. Along with each essay he offers a poem, in order to make
these spiritual concerns of ours vivid and personal, to caputre their feeling. Each
chapter concludes with matter for personal reflection and action, so that this book
may serve as a guide and stimulus for growth toward God.
This book is a collage of poetry inspired by both fact and fictional events which
helped me grow spiritually, mentally, and emotionally. In these pages, you will
find Tails of relationship hardship, envious encounters, physical harm,
forgiveness, love, inspiration, and my relationship with God.
REACH for the Visionary Woman of God will help the centered Christian woman
think seriously, live faithfully, and develop a plan to fulfill the godly vision burning
in her heart. A vision crafted by God has both earthly and heavenly intentions for
those known and unknown. Thus, prayer, steadfastness, biblical study, and an
unrelenting faith are required for the non-compromising Woman of REACH. A
mans heart plans his way, But the LORD directs his steps. (Proverbs 16:9,
NKJV)
An action plan to help Christians relate their faith to unchurched people.
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Are you ready to experience God's best? In How to Reach Your Full Potential for
God, best-selling author, teacher, and pastor Dr. Charles F. Stanley lays out
seven essentials to an abundant life?the life of purpose that God planned
specifically for you. "You are not here by accident... You are here to accomplish a
job that God assigned to you from eternity past." If you settle for less than God's
best in your life, the world will lose your contribution, and you will miss the
exhilaration of reaching your full potential. "It is an awesome, eye-opening, and
inspiring thing to catch a glimpse of how God is working in your life?weaving
together who He made you to be with those things He has prepared you to do
and experience." Chapter by chapter, Dr. Stanley makes the biblical path to
fulfilling your God-given potential clear, practical, and inspiring. Follow it to
experience the joy, peace, and love that your heavenly Father has waiting for
you. Read these pages, embrace these principles, and enjoy every moment of
life at its best.
It is a tale of three men who survived the horror of Nazi Germany during the
second world war. the men were able to stay alive during interment in a
concentration camp. A struggle was carried out each and every day. Finally they
were freed at the end of the war. They came to America and found freedom.
Some lost their families and one lost his wife and child. Anger and hate was
always in their minds, but they found their faith to be strong and eventually were
able to give of themselves to others. It is a remarkable journey. God always finds
those in need and hears your prayers. When one finds love in your heart, you
can touch the souls of other hearts. Their reward was to be found in the afterlife.
There they will continue their struggle to witness and remember those that died
during the Holocaust. Their new affirmation was to help people remember and to
do good deeds by directly loving others.
"And ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye shall search for me with all your
heart." Jeremiah- 29:13 KJV. Dig Deeper...God is waiting will show you the
awesome grace and mercy of God and is a book sent to strengthen Gods people.
Evangelist Price is a woman who has a never-ending love for God, and these
devotions were conceived and birthed out during a very overwhelming time in her
life. For that reason, He has qualified, equipped, fortified, and anointed her to
preach this gospel, because she truly hears from and knows of Him. Those who
will read Dig Deeper God is waiting will learn more of Him and who you are to
Him. Dig Deeper God is waiting will take you deeper in God and His Word where
you will discover His plan for your life. God wants us to stop scratching the
surface of who we think He is and dig within our hearts. So deep that others can
see the very reflection of God in us!
"How do I relate to a God who is invisible when I’m never quite sure he’s
there?"--Philip YanceyLife with God doesn’t always work like we thought. High
expectations slam against the reality of personal weaknesses and unwelcome
surprises. And the God who we’ve been told longs for our company may seem remote,
emotionally unavailable. Is God playing games? What can we count on him for? This
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relationship with a God we can’t see, hear, or touch--how does it really work?The
Reaching for the Invisible God Study Guide gives you a path in your personal quest for
answers. Dovetailing with Philip Yancey’s book Reaching for the Invisible God, the
twelve sessions are your opportunity to journey toward insights that affirm and dignify
your most pressing questions--even the ones you may have found it hard to ask. Get
ready to experience the challenges and rewards of relating to God as he is, not as
you’ve thought he is. Yancey shifts your focus from questions to the One who offers
himself in answer: the God who invites you to reach for him--and find.Includes:* Bible
readings * Discussion questions* Personal reflections and applications* Tips for group
leaders* Summary excerpts from Reaching for the Invisible God
Talking to God. Our godly prayers or faith words spoken are the effective weapons
against Satan, his demonic angels, and evil assignments. Whatever we are saying over
our life situations, the life of our loved ones, or the world in general, is what will take
place or manifest in this earth realm. Our words create life or death, and the good news
is that we are responsible for it all. Why is this good news? Because we alone control
what we say and what words we use regarding our life. More importantly, we can make
our words line up with God's Word, which is LIFE, if we choose to.
Reaching for your blessing and pulling them down. And I will give into thee the keys of
the kingdom of heaven and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in
heaven and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. Are you
speaking the word out of your mouth, but from your heart? You don't believe what you
are saying. Look at this in the natural. I have a peach tree in August. The peach is
ripped on the tree. Now (get this), where are peaches? They are not on the ground.
They are hanging on the peach tree ready to be pulled off or down. You need a ladder
to pull the peach down and if you want them bad enough, you will reach up and get
your peach. Now take that same determination and reach for your blessing. Reach
God's heart. A son knows how to reach his dad. To all the young men and women who
have a college education but you're still having problems, and you think that because
your father or mother with a second grade education, you feel they are not educated
enough to talk to, that they don't understand. You have not read the book of Proverbs
6:20-21 - My son (and daughter), keep your father's command, and do not forsake the
law of your mother. Bind them continually upon your heart; tie them around your neck.
The wisdom that comes from your mother and father, the biggest book cannot retain it.
Life experiences are priceless. So don't look down your nose on mom and dad because
you have a college degree. When have you said thank you? You call everyone except
mom and dad.
The Depth of God's ReachA Spirituality of Christ's DescentOrbis Books
""Wimberly's latest work presents pastors, church lay leaders and scholars with a new
lens to think critically and joyously about how Christian education undergirds and
supports the worship experience in nurturing faith and hope in black parishioners.""
--David L. Wallace, Sr., Dean, Johnson C. Smith Theological Seminary The
Interdenominational Theological Center, Atlanta, Georgia ""This highly recommended
work provides a thoughtful yet comprehensive framework of the black Christian
worshipping community as the context where faith and hope are nurtured."" --Marsha
Snulligan Haney, Associate Professor of Missiology and Religions of the World, The
Interdenominational Theological Center, Atlanta, Georgia ""This is a must read for all
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pastors and worship designers who desire to make worship relevant for African
American Congregations."" --Cecelia M. Long, former General Secretariat of the
General Commission on the Status and Role of Women in the United Methodist Church
""Innovative, dynamic, thought provoking, and inspiring. A must read for pastors, church
leaders, Christian educators, and anyone interested in revitalizing Christian education
in the 21st Century."" --Yolanda Y. Smith, Assistant Professor of Christian Education,
Yale University Divinity School, and author of Reclaiming the Spirituals: New
Possibilities for African American Christian Education ""Dr. Wimberly has seized upon
the, heretofore, unspoken wisdom of the black church . . . Local church laity and clergy
will easily access this fine work for local churches."" --Lynne Westfield, Assistant
Professor of Christian Education, Drew Theological School, Madison, New Jersey
""Wimberly understands comprehensively the ways education is embodied in
congregational life. Indeed, she invites us to nurture faith and hope."" --Jack L.
Seymour, Professor of Religious Education and Academic Dean, Garrett-Evangelical
Theological Seminary, Evanston. Illinois Anne E. Streaty Wimberly is Professor of
Christian Education at The Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta, Georgia.
She is the author of several books including Soul Stories: African American Christian
Education (1994).
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